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Abstract

The goal of this project was to create a

portable system capable of disinfecting air

flowing through a tube path. This system was

created for the purpose of eventual connection

to a portable ventilator, where it would be used

to disinfect air being supplied by said

ventilator to the patient.
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Design of a Noninvasive Ventilator Enabled by 

Non-Thermal Plasma for Inactivation of Airborne Viruses

The reactor was designed by

separating two electrode

plates across a tube with

one plate having a dielectric

material and the other plate

having thin wires. The NTP

was generated using a high

voltage AC neon sign

transformer connected to the

electrodes. Different designs

produced varying discharge

depending on the distance of

the electrodes and amount

of power supplied.

Non-conductive tubing was used as a pathway

for air, which would enter from the right, pass

through the discharge generated by the

reactor, then enter a filtration system to remove

ozone before moving to the patient.

Figure 2: System Layout Figure 3: Filter Path

The NTP reactor, the filtration system, and the power supply 

were designed and fabricated. Testing was carried out for 

the system which yielded promising data on its 

effectiveness. The air pressure and outlet velocity match 

the requirements of a non-invasive ventilator at 3.4 kPa 

relative pressure and 1 m/s respectively; the ozone 

generated indicates air disinfection is taking place. More 

testing is needed to determine optimal levels of ozone 

production and the effectiveness of the ozone filters.

The filtration system was made of two valves

and two paths. Each path had filters for ozone.

The two paths were used for continuous airflow

while the filters were replaced.

The team measured the average 

amount of ozone present at 

different voltage levels at a 

flowrate of 1 m/s. There was an 

exponential relationship showing 

higher voltage levels produce 

higher ozone levels. We can 

assume better disinfection occurs 

at higher voltages, but at a certain 

point, it becomes inefficient to 

supply more power as more 

ozone is produced. Further testing 

with viruses is needed to find the 

ideal voltage to ozone output.

The spread of SARS-CoV-2 during the COVID-19 Pandemic

had been amplified by the nationwide shortage of hospital

ventilators. Cross-patient infection occurred as a result of

ventilators not being thoroughly disinfected in emergency

rooms.

The team designed a solution using a novel form of

disinfection known as Non-Thermal Plasma (NTP). During

operation, an AC discharge is applied through a gas such as

air. Plasma is generated, consisting of ions and free electrons

– these short-lived reactive species are used as disinfection

agents. Viral aerosol passes through the discharge, interacting

with the reactive species and safely inactivating. However, the

air’s interaction with the reactive species generates harmful

ozone. The team used the NTP concept to design and

fabricate a disinfection system with ozone filtration that

connects to a portable ventilator.
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